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2-9-2020 NASA MD's fundamental problem $$$ Start Up on Wall Street for the 
"NASA Medical School" Pentagon War Movies Win at Oscars, Dr. Spartacus MD 
PhD from Pasteur Institute in Virus Rx Recipes run on IBM Super Computers 
literacy, elite! The Cloud vs The Elite! Like A rocket scientist connotations. Not 
Gas Station gasoline... more like Gravity Engine Fuels. 

2-9-2020 NASA Fly Emirates, fundamental problem $$$ Cash Virus caught from 
Oil Men and Plantation Owners old as Moscow... 

2-9-2020 NASA fundamental problem $$$ An Algorithm Rx Recipe That Grants 
Rx Recipe Cure for Every Virus and Disease with Freedom Tower a West Point 
Medical School, or Takes It Away to bomb hospitals in the NY Times articles. 
Remember there are No Yale Hospitals on the Island of Key West or the State of 
Alabama... Olivia Newton John in Alabama died decades ago buried on Jeff 
Sessions Plantation. "Grease" Dear Oscars, I Love You. But We Need to Talk 
About "Grease." and wasting time, money and lives on the WW I movie '1917' that 



will win one for the Pentagon not NASA. Or inspire legal polygamous marriage to 4 
Yale MD women. Dating! 

2-9-2020 NASA fundamental problem with Alabama and Georgia coming in last. 
Jeff Sessions Was ‘Trump Before Trump.’ Will Alabama Voters Remember Only 
State Lower in Rank is Mississippi and Georgia a close tie. 

2-9-2020 NASA Qatar, fundamental problem $$$ Qatar Prince Was "In A "Qatar-
Alabama" before the "Generous Virus" affected all the Qatar Princes, The Greed 
Virus infected all the Plantation Owners in Georgia and Alabama worst than the 
Flu and Syphilis in Alabama... grin! 

2-9-2020 NASA Doctor's, fundamental problem $$$ As Virus Cases Rise on 
Quarantined Cruise Ship, Passengers Are on Edge. Thousands are confined to their 
cabins on the Diamond Princess, docked in Japan, and some fear the quarantine is 
putting them at risk. 



2-9-2020 WHO is on Edge of the Universe; Do we destroy Earth or Exodus into the 
Universe with Elite Jewish Hospital Ships not Bill Gates and Prince Salman's $500 
million Yachts. 

2-9-2020 WHO's 25 New Hospital Ships some Bigger than the Navy's newest 
carriers were Bomb by the Editors at the NY Times who refused to write this 25 
Hospital Ship article for the UN. The UN can't put sanctions or "War Crimes" on 
the Editors at the NY Times or Key West City Hall. 

2-9-2020 Yesterday there was Insider attacks by Afghan forces on Americans; this 
will happen long as there are gas stations in the USA. 



2-9-2020 Gas Stations in the USA fundamental problem $$$ Miami, Cuba Gas 
Station Hold Ups Yesterday the Robbers sucker punched the women pulling in for 
$4 Gas out of spite for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ with their Pilot Door Bolted 
tight! 

2-9-2020 As long as there are Gas Stations in the USA women will pay for the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ gas riches beyond belief of $777 Trillion. 

2-9-2020 InventBook's on 1 Click Amazon with 1,001 IP invention projects live, 
fundamental problem Facebook Live; Soldier, Trained to be a Sniper in Thailand 
why, in Thailand on Saturday, killing at least 26 people, wounding 57 and posting 
video on Facebook Live. He died more than 12 hours after in a stolen Humvee from 
a military base, where he had shot and killed a superior officer. 100,000 American 
Soldiers in Vietnam killed their superior officer, many if drunk will tell you the war 
story from Vietnam. Kerry knows of many such stories he keeps secret. ....Vietnam 
a commercial hub for agriculture in Thailand’s poorest region... poorest regions in 
Alabama and Georgia not Qatar, grin. 



2-9-2020 Gunman, named Sgt. Jakkrapanth Thomma, “shot and killed his superior 
officer” at Suthampitak Army Base in Nakhon Ratchasima Province. “He also shot 
and injured military officers,” he added. He then stole a Humvee... ...gunman was 
enraged over a “land problem,” particularly a dispute over a fee payment involving 
the selling of a house. Indeed, a Facebook page believed to be connected to Sgt. 
Thomma included comments and images suggesting a grudge involving money. 
“Getting wealthy from cheating and taking advantage of others,” he said in a 
comment on the page. “Do they think they can take their money to use in hell?” 

2-9-2020 Facebook would not show live the surgery to the West Point Medical 
School students; for Art of the Diagnosis in Battle by the surgeons. Of the 57 who 
were injured, at least four sustained serious injuries, the public health minister, 
Anutin Charnvirakul said, adding they were undergoing surgery early Sunday. 

2-9-2020 NASA Doctor's Elite like NASA Rocket Scientists; MD surgeon not a NP. 
Illinois has more than 12,000 nurse practitioners, up nearly threefold from 2012. A 
nurse practitioner is a type of advanced practice registered nurse, which is a nurse 
with additional training, education and certification. They’ve long been providers 
at many urgent care clinics, but are increasingly showing up in primary care, 
specialty practices and hospitals. More than 400 Illinois advanced practice 
registered nurses have licenses to practice independently of doctors under a state 



law passed in 2017. 

2-9-2020 MD High School's each student will have a cadaver... NP have never had a 
cadaver!! AMA knows the difference in never having a Cadaver. Bone Saw Prince 
Salman too. In case you have never read a Amazon MD Book the Medical Students 
have to use the bone saw to open the Chest to get to the heart and most of the 
organs. Then the Medical School student has to open the skull to get to the brain, 
first on a cadaver then on Cheney. By Lisa Schencker is a "Chicago Tribune" 
business reporter covering health care. She writes about patients. Dr. Lisa Sanders 
MD Yale would write a different article for the Chicago Tribune and lets home for 
life and death statistics the NY Times lets Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Yale rewrite the 
Chicago Tribune article by Lisa Schencker!! MD High School Students have their 
own Cadaver and Bone Saws!! NP have never held a bone saw or seen a live dead 
cadaver... 

2-9-2020 Bill and Melinda Gates fundamental problem in getting Win 10 into the 
public domain for Humanity and Jewish Exodus to Sirius, 500 Times faster than 
the speed of light in live streaming from Sirius depends on getting Win 10 into the 
public Domain. $$$ 



2-9-2020 $$$ Bill and Melinda Gates 25 Hospital Ships were bombed by a Qatar 
Prince; The world's second richest man has bought himself a futuristic super yacht 
that's powered entirely by liquid hydrogen - meaning its only emission is water. Bill 
Gates is believed to have paid $645million in order to purchase Aqua, the plans of 
which were unveiled at the Monaco Yacht Show last year. The luxury liner is 370ft-
long and comprises five decks complete with space for 14 guests, 31 crew members, 
a gym, yoga studio, beauty room, massage parlor and cascading pool on its rear 
deck. But its most impressive feature is locked away in the hold - two 28-ton 
vacuum-sealed tanks that are cooled to -423F (-253C) and filled with liquid 
hydrogen which powers the ship. 

2-9-2020 NASA Doctor's; 1,001 Viruses Cured via Rx Recipe Manhattan Project at 
Los Almos costing $7 Trillion, a fundamental problem $$$ 

2-9-2020 

Boeing Oil Company owned by Fly Emirates; Grin. Boeing Spacecraft Flight’s 
Flaws Show ‘Fundamental Problem,’ NASA Says" 



Fly NASA's Super Shuttles 100's in a Train $$$ Boeing Flaws... Oil Virus $$$ 
Caught by Cash. 

2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; ‘Fundamental Problem,’ NASA Says" After losing 100's 
of Super Shuttles in a Train to Emirates and OPEC sales of Boeing 737 with Gold 
faucets. 

2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; Boeing capsule, known as Starliner! NASA’s associate 
administrator for human exploration and operations, said that the review had 
already found multiple failures in Boeing’s processes that should have caught the 
mistakes on the ground. 

2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; Oil Funds Boeing has from Fly Emirates, fundamental 
problem $$$ 


